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protrusions	may	create	shadows…	can	you	unframe	it?		
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the	best	way	to	photograph	art	behind	glass		
is	to	take	off	the	glass	
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clean, flat wall 
 
A>ach	the	work	as	flatly	as	possible	
to	the	wall		
	
Whatever	you	use	to	a>ach	the	work	
to	the	wall	should	be	unobtrusive		
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perspective	
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Choose neutral back drop color 
most appropriate for your object 
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Photography	=
”writing	with	light”
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This	setup	=	$90	on	Amazon,
Sept	2017	
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editing	the	shot
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to	avoid	distortions	in	the	
image	when	photographing	
2D	work,	the	center	of	the	
lens	must	be	centered	in	
relation	to	the	work	

the	back	of	the	camera	must	
be	parallel	with	the	picture	
plane
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taking the shot

3-D	work:
set	your	camera	on	its	
tripod	and	adjust	the	
height	so	it	is	at	a	low-
enough	angle	to	permit	a	
direct	view	to	the	front,	
sides,	and	back	of	the	work
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to	find	one	that	best	
allows	viewers	to	view	the	
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work must be in 
focus

background behind 
work should be as 
neutral as possible

shoot 3D work from 
different viewpoints

include shadows in 
photos of 3D work
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Photoshop: 
powerful
complex
expensive

free software: 
often adequate
relatively simple
free

Nancy	Cole
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Nancy	Cole

BE GENTLE
a little goes 
a long way

crop
repair flaws
adjust tonal range & colors
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is better than 
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